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In the past, the journey through the learning and 

acceptance portal was the responsibility of a 

project manager. 

Increasingly, its an arena where coaches are better 

qualitied to help those members experiencing 

difficulties.

Liminal Portals



Complex topics and situations create a liminal state 

for project managers, who must learn and embrace 

coaching skills.

Liminal Portals



The cause is dealing with personal situations, new 

knowledge, technologies, and workplace approaches 

demanding actions contrary to current knowledge and 

lifelong experiences.

Liminal Portals



In our disruptive world, liminal events and 

challenges are multiplying. Changes in the 

workplace and society constantly challenge us to 

confront ambiguity filled situations causing 

confusion and affecting our life-style and financial 

security.

Liminal Portals



Confrontation with liminal challenges often results in 

unacceptable situations. For example, working on a 

process improvement program that changes how 

work has always been performed. 

In some cases, the challenge may be to either gain 

additional knowledge or lose your job.

Liminal Portals



Failure to complete challenges has consequences.

For business team members, the choice may be to 

gain additional knowledge or lose a job.

For military team leaders, the wrong choice is 

potentially death.

Liminal Portals
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New School – Coach Them to Success
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The pathway of life has many pitfalls.

Every human, at some point in their lives, needs a 

chain of helping hands to overcome these constraints. 

Sadly, for some people, it never happens. 

Liminal Portals



Some people 
fail to exit 
their portals 
and become 
“STUCK” at 
some level. 
Societal 
processes cut 
them loose.
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Understanding liminal portals has practicality in 

personal perception, team building, project 

management, and education. 

It makes critical thinking stronger. 

It helps us understand organizational and collaborative 

transformation.

Liminal Portals



A supporting input for this presentation was the 

casual reading of an old classic, David Hume's "An 

Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding-A Letter 

for a Gentleman Friend in Edinburgh.“
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"------all inferences from experience, therefore, are 

effects of custom, not of reasoning."

"Custom, then, is the great guide to human life. It is 

that principle alone, which renders our experience 

useful to us, and make us expect, for the future, a 

similar train of events with those which have 

appeared in the past.” 

Liminal Portals



“Without the influence of custom, we should be 

entirely ignorant of every matter of fact, beyond 

what is immediately present to the memory and 

senses. We should never know how to adjust 

means to ends, or to employ our natural powers 

to the production of any effect. There would be an 

end at once to all action, as well as of the chief 

part of speculation."

Liminal Portals



Uncontrolled collapse 

Blind

Occurrence is 
outside of our 
knowledge, 
perception, or 
personality 
profile. 

We just cannot 
see it.
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Change

Media, social systems, and education 
exercise great power to program or 
reprogram their agenda and ours.

The process may take years because 
people reject summarized content, while 
incrementalism accommodates change 
without forcing people through complex 
liminal processes.



Change

How we deal with the implications of disruptive 

technologies relates directly to past practices and 

education. 

Everything is rapidly changing, and we can't see all the 

effects. 

Even where we do, within the universe of new 

knowledge, we will learn only limited slices of the whole. 



Change

Liminal thinking is an important tool in helping us 

understand and deal with the challenges of disruptive 

change. 

It helps us understand how current behavior, habits, and 

bias are barriers to seeing the "possible," and to form 

new, advantageous paradigms.
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